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FOOTPATH FROM LOS CANARIOS TO FARO

  Distance: 8,05 km.
   Accumulated descending level: 742mt.

Estimated time to going: 2,45h

Description of the path:  

 Starting Point    : Los Canarios (715mt)

Characteristic          : A path of descent from a medium height,
        passing through cultivated areas and idyllic volcanoes. The

            route is of exceptional beauty where we can get to know the
         most important vineyard areas of Fuencaliente and see typical

       -   xerophilous scrub flora. The route is of medium low difficulty
            although it is advisable to carry walking stick . It is also
        advisable to wear comfortable clothing, a cap, sunscreen,

  water and food.

Los Canarios. (715mt. Of altitude). We start from La Plaza 
Minerva and we join the main road to the right and then we 
will turn the second street to the right descending

about 350 meters away. Following the indications and at about 
150 meters we begin to descend through the scrub area and we 
begin to see the first vineyards. If we look up, we can see the 
island of Hierro in the background. We continue descending and 
we pass through the most important vineyard area of   Fuencaliente, 
where the variety of La Malvasía grows, a high quality wine of 
great international renown.

Teneguía volcano. Before continuing, we stop to see this 
young volcano on the right. Its eruption was in 1971 and it was 
a unique event in Spain, being the last superficial eruption in 
Spain to date. We continue and we arrive at the Fuencaliente 
Lighthouse. The walk ends here where we recommend visiting 
Las Salinas de Fuencaliente (self-guided tour) and the 
Interpretation Center of the Marine Reserve, in the old 
Fuencaliente Lighthouse.

We also have the option to swim in the crystal clear waters 
of Faro Beach and see the old fishermen's houses. To 
return to Los Canarios, we take bus line 23 or we can book 
in advence, a taxi.

23. FUENCALIENTE,HOTEL,FARO FUENCALIENTE

 Taxis services      : +34 629077116/ 639357989/ 685791647/
   620152974/ 664477303/ 686553868/ 609468792

In case of emergency: 112

Respect the environment!


